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 The discussion on maintaining capital in time should commence with the definition of the interest rate. 

 The purpose of my work is to investigate the impact of interest rates on the value of capital, to explore the 

dependence of interest rates  on other parameters and to determine their impact. 

Interest rate is the price charged by a lender to a borrower for the use of borrowed assets. It becomes a rate of 

return for the borrowed assets. 

Interest rate is dependent on: 

 the risk 

 time 

 capital markets 

There are the following theories making up the basic theory of interest rate: loanable funds theory, preferred 

liquidity theory, expectations theory, segmentation theory and theory of preferred environment [1]. 

The above considerations should facilitate the calculation of future interest rate, i.e. the future value of capital in 

time. One may start with a quite obvious assertion that the present value of 1,000 EUR is higher than the value of 

the same amount in the future. On the one hand, this is due to inflationary processes, but primarily to the increase of 

value of money in time along the catchphrase ―time is money‖. Should this money be invested in such low return 

instrument as bank deposits, its value would grow after one year to 1050 EUR [3]. 

For example: An economic entity has been considering starting a long term bank deposit. The bank offered 7% 

annual interest. Calculate the future value of EUR 10,000 allocated to the deposit. Tax on deposits is 20%, payable 

at maturity. Another option is to invest the funds in an investment policy, tax free, with the annual yield of 5%. 

Choose the most beneficial variant for the investment, providing substantiation by showing the future value of 

investment. The investments are for four years, interest added at the end of the year, and then capitalized [2]. 

Solution:The formula to calculate the future value of investment at compound interest is as follows: 

FVn =K0*(1 + k)^n 

Where, FVn–the value of capital at the close of n-year; K0 –initial capital; k –interest rate; n –time of keeping 

the deposit 

So,  FVn = 13107,96 EUR 

We can also check the calculations on Tab.1  

 

 
K0 k k * K0 FVn 

1 10000 0,07 700 10700 

2 10700 0,07 749 11449 

3 11449 0,07 801,43 12250,43 

4 12250,43 0,07 857,5301 13107,96 

 

Tab.1. The future value calculations with the annual yield of 7% 

 

On the date of payable at maturity, the Tax on deposits is 20% 

The revenue from the deposit is (13107,96 -10000=) 3107,96 EUR 

The Net Profit or revenue  without Tax is 3107,96 *(100%-20%)= 2 486 EUR  

In such a way at the end of the period we will get the Net Profit of 2 486 EUR for a long term bank deposit. In 

other words, a future value of 12 486 EUR  is equal to a present value of only 10000 EUR. 

Another option is to invest the funds in an investment policy, tax free, with the annual yield of 5%. By the same 

method (Tab.2): 

  K0 k k * K0 FVn 

1 10000 0,05 500 10500 

2 10500 0,05 525 11025 

3 11025 0,05 551,25 11576,25 

4 11576,25 0,05 578,8125 12155,06 

Tab.2.  The future value calculations with the annual yield of 5% 
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Since the tax free, the revenue from the deposit is equal to Net Profit and (12762,82-10000=) 2155,06 EUR 

In such a way at the end of the period we will get the Net Profit of 2155,06 EUR for a long term bank deposit. In 

other words, a future value of 12155,06 EUR is equal to a present value of only 10000 EUR. 

Of these three options, I would choose the first one, because Net Profit is higher than in the second option, and  

is equal to 2 486 EUR . We earn more money even if we pay the Taxes. 

The benchmark interest rate in Ukraine was last recorded at 19.50 percent. Interest Rate in Ukraine averaged 

42.48 percent from 1992 until 2015, reaching an all time high of 300 percent in October of 1994 and a record low of 

6.50 percent in August of 2013. Interest Rate is reported by the National Bank of Ukraine  

All interest rate forecasts should be taken very cautiously. They are among the most difficult economic variables 

to predict. They are not quite as hard to forecast as exchange rates and stock market values, but they come close. 
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In our modern world apart from our mother tongue we need to have a common language which makes us able to 

communicate with other parts of the world. The English language, which is international, occupies an important 

place in people's lives. 

It goes without saying that there are many ways to improve your language skills today. Each person who wants 

to succeed in learning a foreign language may use such ways as reading English literature, listening to the radio, 

travelling abroad, using diagrams or schemes, taking courses, watching your favorite film in the original and, of 

course, searching some information in the Internet. You can find a lot of information on special websites which can 

offer you a list of books to download, some online tests, podcasts, sometimes you can find a few games connected 

with the process of learning English. 

Social networks are very commonplace in today‘s modern revolutionary world. For a short period, social 

networks have become widespread among young generation and middle-aged people. It means that this way of 

getting information is rather convenient. Most sites do not demand payment, so everyone can use social networks as 

the source of information if you have an access to the Internet. The whole landscape of social networks provides a 

platform which offers a lot of resources and wealth of information for people. More people in more countries across 

the world want a good education and the use of social tools is building an infrastructure around the learning 

experience that is far better than the online learning of a decade ago. People today can get higher education at 

reputable institutions far away from where they live, and they can make genuine connections and friendships 

without ever visiting any redbrick campus. 

There has been a global increase in the use of social networking sites to create social groups who share the same 

interests. We have asked the students of the first course about the websites they use and it has been revealed that 

there are some which could be highly recommended to join. For example, among a big variety of groups we would 

like to distinguish a group called ―Just English!‖. If you spend a lot of time there you should definitely subscribe to 

the news of this group. You can find posts with books and their detailed description, videos of popular TV series or 

films, some videos about the English grammar. Very often, they offer you to get acquainted with some colloquial 

phrases or a list of words on a certain topic. [1] 

Another world famous internet source which we all use is ―Youtube‖. It is not a secret that there you can find 

whatever you need. It can be a video film about cute cats or just a performance of your favorite music band. 

Although ―Youtube‖ is a social network, it can bring you not only fun or joy, but knowledge. One channel, which is 

worth seeing, is ―Channel Dialect‖. Each person who wants to expand his or her vocabulary should watch a few 

videos of this channel. Idioms, phrasal verbs, strange words, differences between words and a lot of other 

information you can learn in 5-10 minutes. 

―Английский как по нотам‖ is the channel which aims to teach people. There are not so many videos, just 32. 

But the way how the videos are made will make you watch them again and again. Pleasant pictures, animation and 

speakers‘ voices will help you to get the information easier. For instance, by watching these videos you can learn 

how to pronounce sound ―th‖, what the difference between British and American accents is and so on. You can also 

find some dialogues from well-known films or translations of some songs there. Moreover, if you are fond of 
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